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Abstract

vide computational eciency. As computer
scientists, the two questions regarding plan
inference we must ask ourselves are then \In
what type of situations is plan inference useful?" and \Can plan inference processes be
designed to be ecient?"
In this paper we argue that plan inference under certain conditions indeed is both
useful and feasible. We give an example
of a type of interactively solvable problems
where the system will have more use of and
practical possibilities to perform plan inference than in the traditional interactive applications of today: conguration of interactive systems to suit specic needs of specic
users.
This type of problem is likely to become
more prevalent in future applications. As
an example domain for conguration problems we give systems for management of
electronic mail messages.
We nd that the suggestions found in
the existing literature on plan inference all
have shortcomings that make them unfeasible for practical usage in building interactive systems. We end the discussion by some
specications of the functionality we need,
and a set of problems that must be overcome in order to yield a feasible solution to
the problem.

We examine the need for plan inference in
intelligent help mechanisms. We argue that
previous approaches have drawbacks that
need to be overcome to make plan inference
useful. Firstly, plans have to be inferred not extracted from the users' help requests.
Secondly, the plans inferred must be more
than a single goal or solitary user command.
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INTRODUCTION

Plan inferencing is the task of detecting
what the current goal of a user is, and what
plan she is carrying out to full this goal.
Plan inference is a theoretical tool in several dierent research areas in cognitive psychology and linguistics to explain processes
of understanding and language production,
and more generally, to explain the underlying processes in human action and behavior. In this type of research, the formalization of plan inference has as its main purpose to provide explanatory strength. In
computer science, the study of plan inference has a dierent purpose: to examine how Do People Use Plan Inference?
plan inference can be used in practice for
speeding up computations or making com- Human agents are able to perform a substanputer systems more user friendly: to pro- tial amount of communicationwithout seem1

ing to use plan inference. That people get by
without doing much plan inference has to do
with the fact that people are people, and we
all have the same processing units. Inferring
plans for an agent with a similar inferencing
process as oneself is naturally easier than if
one has to assume the possibility of completely dierent processes. When communicating with another person, we can assume
that our counterpart reasons and acts the
same way we would, and our interpretation
of utterances and actions is guided by what
we would have done ourselves in the same
situation.
The less evidence we have of a common ground and common understanding,
the more dicult becomes the communication. This scale of processing mutualness
comes to an extreme case when the counterpart is a machine. Several usual features
of discourse disappear: users seem to feel
little need to produce connected discourse
(Dahlback, 1991). The working mechanisms
of a computer system are very dierent from
human thinking, and users know it (Joshi,
1982 Karlgren, 1992) When working with a
computer system, users must have a complex
and conscious understanding of the system's
functionality, such as of what tasks it can
perform and how and when it goes about to
perform them. The converse is also true: for
a computer system to act in a usefully useradapted way, it should be equipped with an
understanding of what users can do, and
made capable of understanding of how and
when they do what.

it is. Neither of these extremes are interesting for the immediate purposes of building
better interactive interfaces. The interesting
goals from a system engineering perspective
are goals that immediately subsume the actions a user performs at an interface.
Given a system with a specic functionality - interpreted as a set of possible and
conceivable goals - the possibility of interpreting a sequence of actions as an attempt
to full a goal or a set of goals varies with
the expressivity of the interaction language.
A system with a very complex functionality and a low level interaction language will
have more trouble inferring an appropriate
goal than a system with the same functionality and an interaction language which allows and handles commands or expressions
on a higher level. Similarly, a system with a
small range of functionalities will have less
trouble inferring goals than a system with
large range of possible tasks.

Intelligent Help

Intelligent help systems are intended to provide on-line help to users making use of the
current context, the users' own expertise,
and the users' current intentions. Worded
dierently, an intelligent help system understands what users are trying to do and gives
help for that rather than for what they are
actually doing. Intelligent help in our terms
is thus an almost canonical example of an
application domain in which plan inference
is needed.

Space of Possible Plans Is The The Conguration Problem
Problem
Almost every word processor and operating
Human agents have a hierarchy of goals
for every action they perform, ranging from
trivially high level goals such as having a
good time, procreating, and reaching a state
of grace on the one hand, to trivially low
level goals on the other for example, if a
person queries the time from somebody else,
her immediate goal is to nd out what time

system affords the user the opportunity to
tailor or congure the system according to
preferences by installing an init or prole
le or some other means. For frequent users
this is a powerful way of creating an environment to feel comfortable with. For sporadic
users there usually is a default behavior that
can be used: changing prole les is dicult
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for these users (Kass, 1991). In our present
work we have found applications within the
communication area where conguration is a
part of the system functionality rather than
simply a feature for frequent users. Examples are advanced storage systems for electronic mail, computer supported cooperative
work, multimedia communication, etc. For
such communication tools the conguration
cannot simply be left as a default, since the
environment in which we communicate will
change over time.
In these applications the conguration
task is necessary to perform even for nonexpert users, and thus the need for interactive help and guidance increases. We expect
plan inference to be feasible for this purpose,
since system conguration is a task in which
the command language is fairly high level,
while the functionality is reasonably narrowscope.

Secondly, the plans investigated are socalled simple plans where one act generates
the rest of the acts. This denition means
that the user of the system will only perform
one action whereupon the rest of the actions
will happen automatically. Plans where one
action will set up the context for the next
action necessary to achieve the goal (enablement), are not dealt with in her work.

The \Buggy Model" Approach:
Eurohelp

Systems that use true plan inference usually rely on the so-called \buggy model" approach. In this approach, the system monitors the actions of the user, constantly trying to infer the goal the user is trying to
reach. The help system contains a library of
correct plans as well as incorrect and nonoptimal plans, and matches the sequence of
user actions against these in order to nd
one that ts. In fact, this way of doing plan
inference might just as well be called pattern
matching. No construction of plans is taking
place.
The buggy model approach to plan inference has been used for intelligent help in the
EUROHELP project (Breuker et al, 1987).
The purpose of this project was to construct
an application-independent shell for intelligent help. As we know of no substantial applications where this shell has been used, it
is dicult to say how successful the EUROHELP plan recognition attempt was.
The main critique against this model for
plan inference is that the set of buggy and
suboptimal plans needs to be very large in
order to cover a useful set of user behavior.
This puts a large burden on the designer
of the plan library. Its design must also
be guided by knowledge of human cognitive
processes and by particular studies of the application at hand in order to yield a useful
result.
An additional diculty for the system
conguration task we are envisioning is the
dynamics of the system. The set of envision-

EXISTING APPROACHES

Plan inference is used to deduce the underlying intentions of queries posed. But how
much of a plan is in fact inferred? Looking
closer at work in this research area we nd
rstly that the plans inferred are plans only
in a very limited sense, and that the inference done is of a very simplistic kind.

Plan Debugging

One important use of the inferred plans is
to debug them, that is, recognize when a
user has an faulty or suboptimal way to full a certain goal. This task has been tackled by Pollack (1986). Although interesting,
Pollack's work has some shortcomings which
makes it insucient for the intelligent help
domain. Firstly, with Pollack's approach
no real plan inference is really taking place.
In fact, she assumes that the whole plan is
stated by the user in the questions posed to
the help system. (This problem has been
partly addressed in later work (Konolige and
Pollack, 1989). )
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able goals and plans will change over time, Example Scenario: Managing
making it very dicult for a rigid, pre-pro- Mail Messages
grammed hierarchy to cope. In the extreme
case, even the alphabet of the command lan- The example scenario in this section is a conguration problem, where successful plan inguage can change.
ference would enhance the system functionality. It is based on PostMaster, a system for
electronic mail messages currently
Natural Language Interface Sys- managing
under development at SICS. PostMaster is
tems
similar to the Information Lens system developed at MIT, and does not provide help
Work on natural language interfaces has de- based on plan inference (Malone et al, 1987).
veloped from intrasentential syntactic and Users can automatically sort their incoming
semantical analysis to levels where prag- electronic mail using rules that they have
matic analysis is necessary. Part of the prag- provided to the system. The rules utilize
matic analysis involves inferring goals that information found in the header elds of the
a communicator has when producing an ut- messages. Example rules are shown in the
terance (Kaplan, 1982). A common strategy gure below. Assume that a user has creused in this type of systems is to examine ut- ated a new mailbox named PPIG1 and then
terances one at a time, and to classify them moved a set of old messages to it. She then
according to their functional type: so called turns to the system with a vague help respeech act analysis. In the Unix Consultant quest:
system UC, for instance, the underlying goal
is inferred from a single utterance or ques- "What now?"
tion (Wilensky, 1983). Since the analysis is
based on single questions to a separate con- IF sender OR receiver = Tom Ormerod
sultant system, it requires either that the THEN put in folder Ormerod
user provides the context in the question IF sender = David Gilmore
posed, or that the answer is not dependent THEN put in folder Gilmore
on knowing the context. The following example shows a case where the context is pro- The system will search for a consistent
vided by the user in the question itself (Chin, pattern in the actions the user has performed. In this case, the user has moved
1989):
all letters from Tom Ormerod and David
I tried typing "rm foo"
Gilmore (who have one mailbox each) into
but I got the message
the new PPIG mailbox, excepting a subset
"rm: foo not removed".
letters which all contain the word "workAlthough UC is capable of inferring the of
shop"
the subject header. Due to the ingoals of the user, it does not attempt to in- tendedinfunctionality
of mailboxes, the sysfer the plans by monitoring the users actions tem knows that if a mailbox
been crewith the target system. This makes it dif- ated, there ought to be at least has
one
rule
routcult or impossible to correct the users be- ing letters to it. The system now assumes
havior when attempting a goal by a faulty that what the user wants to do is to recongplan. Plan inference would also make it pos- ure the system, so that all letters that previsible to give correct answers to context de- ously went to Tom's and David's mailboxes
pendant help requests. Furthermore the UC now should go to the PPIG mailbox, possiapproach requires that the user is capable of bly excepting the "workshop" letters. The
expressing her goal which may not always be
1 Psychology of Programming Interest Group
the case.
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system conrms its guess by asking2:

This causes the system to create and display
the rule

"Do you want to put all incoming
mail that previously went to the
'Ormerod' and 'Gilmore' mailboxes
into the PPIG folder?"

IF
PPIG-rule1 OR PPIG-rule2 applies
AND
subject contains ``workshop''
THEN
put in folder PPIG
AND
start calendar program

The user (relieved by the apparent understanding of her predicament) answers yes.
The system then creates a rule by merging
the old rules for the Ormerod and Gilmore
mailboxes and displays it for the user to edit.

Potentially, it could also interpret the answer as an implicit request to perform this
rule on the letters remaining in the old folders. Finally, the functionality of the old
mailboxes of Ormerod and Gilmore is now
completely redundant, and if the system was
right in its guess, these should be deleted.
The system asks:

PPIG-rule1:
IF sender OR receiver = Tom Ormerod
THEN put in folder PPIG
PPIG-rule2:
IF sender = David Gilmore
THEN put in folder PPIG

Since the creation of these rules was based
on guessing the user's goal of replacing the
Ormerod and Gilmore mailboxes by the
PPIG mailbox, the rules move a wider span
of mail to the new mailbox than was indicated by the set of actions performed by the
user. For example, the user may not have
moved any mail where Tom Ormerod only
was a receiver.
But the problem is not yet solved completely - the letters with "workshop" in the
header were not moved. What does the user
want with these letters? The system asks
again:

"Do you want to delete the
folders 'Ormerod' and 'Gilmore'?"

If the answer is yes, the system deletes
these folders and the rules routing letters to
them.
In this scenario, the fact that a conguration was needed was inferred from the
user using the system in a recognizable manner, together with the fact that the user requested help. The conguration goal was
correctly understood, and required a whole
set of actions in order to be consistently fullled, some of them in a particular sequence.

"Do you want to do anything
particular with letters to
the PPIG folder, if the header
contains the word "workshop"?"

Necessary Functionality

We have already stated that we expect plan
structures to contain actions related not only
by generation but also by enablement. We
have also claimed that the system should not
be dependent on every possible plan being
explicitly represented and preconceived in
order to be recognizable. The system must
be able to reason backwards from the actions of the user, infer a goal or a set of goals
that is compatible with the actions, instead

The user now replies
"PPIG workshop dates should also
be added to my calendar."
2 In the example we use an interaction language
resembling written English to make the help functionality clear. This may not necessarily be the best
choice for an interactionlanguage, but this issue will
not be explored further here.
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